
Bear Night Light with Clock – An 
Amazing Multi-Functional Night Light 
for Different Ages 
The Bear Night Light with Clock is a catch for both children and parents. Alongside 
a soothing light and a funny face mode, the light is an ideal fit for people of all 
ages. 

Every child's room needs a cute night lamp for bedtime, and light works to act out 
as just that. With just a touch of this lucrative light, a ray of light would be 
emitted through the eyes and pupils of the bear, illuminating your little one 
awake. 

Makes the Perfect Gift 

Boasting not only an ergonomic night light, but the Bear Light is also a clock, 
making it the perfect gift for kids and those they love! This night light is unlike any 
other and promises to end screaming matches over whose turn it is to get up at 
night. 

Multi-Functional 

With these two functions - showing time (on the clock and creating a pleasant 
ambiance - it's a perfect yet blissful solution for an enjoyable experience in the 
morning for kids and adults alike. 

This is not your average flashlight. The Bear Night Light with Clock is what you 
need when your little one goes to bed or needs reassurance in the middle of the 
night. It has been equipped with a multi-functional alarm mode that helps against 
power outages. 

https://titancommerce.store/bear-night-light-with-clock/


Allows for Different Timing Modes to Be Set 

Moreover, it offers three different timer modes to use based on preference. This 
includes duration up to 30 minutes and timing at five seconds intervals from 5 
minutes up to 3 hours to have it turn off automatically. 

The Bear Night Light is a small, cute, and affordable nightlight that has a variety of 
different colors. The bear night light is made for children who are afraid of the 
dark. 

https://titancommerce.store/bear-night-light-with-clock  
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